
 

11 Today we started our first day with everyone coming into our room!  We took time 
to make sure we went over the rules again and reestablished what we do actually 
in school.  During Social Studies we played a Kahoot to help us review for our test.  
We reviewed information about concentration today.  We started our next lesson 
in Journeys and talked about the vocabulary, looked at the skill, and read the story.  

12 We took our Social Studies test today.  Everyone did their best work. There was 
much rejoicing when we got to watch a Bill Nye video today.  We took a look at 
metric measurement during math.  During Language Arts we looked at grammar 
and had time to read our small readers. 

13 During Social Studies we had a PDE Career Readiness activity to complete.  It 
wasn’t too bad.  We did more grammar during Language Arts and also did a short 
writing response.  We reviewed more about decimal place value during math and 
then learned about buoyancy during science.  We even had time to read our class 
novel! 

14 Today we officially started chapter 5- the New England colonies.  During science we 
took time to review for our quiz that is tomorrow.  We took a good amount of time 
to make sure everyone understood how to convert within the metric system.  We 
learned more grammar, reviewed for our test tomorrow, and met in our small 
groups during Language Arts.  It was quite a busy afternoon! 

15 We finished up our lesson 1 notes during Social Studies today.  During science we 
took our science quiz and then learned how the make video games afterwards.  We 
examined place value patterns during math.  During Language Arts we completed 
our Journeys test and then had time to read our class novel.   

?s to ask 
your child 

Why did the Puritans kick out Anne Hutchinson and Roger Williams?  How do you 
convert 64mm to centimeters?  What is one way you can show courage?  How can 
we celebrate Ben’s birthday on Sunday?   

Upcoming: Social Studies: continue chapter 5 
Language Arts:  writing week- start persuasive essays 
Science:  finish Mixtures and Solutions; test on Tuesday, January 26th  
Math: continue Unit 3; Unit 3 test on Thursday, January 28th  
No School on Monday, January 18th in observance of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Day 
Happy 315th Birthday, Ben Franklin!  (I hope everyone celebrates on Sunday!) 


